
Wireframe Design Recommendations for the Dos Sueños Website 
 
Dos Sueños is a budding business. The business is focused on land preservation and 
encouraging local species to flourish. Although it is not yet ready for a large sales to consumers 
it is important that it begin developing a presence and client base. The targeted consumer is 
environmentally conscious and interested in purchasing locally sourced products. To capture the 
essence of Dos Sueños wireframe mockups of four key pages were created, each incorporating 
many images to connect with consumers, to show transparency with where the products are 
grown, and to show examples of what other landowners can also do for their land. 
 
Four wireframe pages were created using Balsamiq. Each page shares common elements, 
including the standard page width of 960px. This includes the Home page (Figure 1), Orchards 
(Figure 2), Products for sale (Figure 3), and Product Details pages (Figure 4). Across all pages 
some elements remain the same. 
 
The Onextrapixel article, “The importance of wireframes in web design and 9 tools to create 
wireframes” explains the importance of clear wireframes that are not overwhelmingly cluttered 
and the need for an easily identifiable navigation bar. For this reason the navigation bar is in the 
same place on every page, above the fold and just below the Dos Sueños logo. The pages do not 
yet include social media sharing options since those accounts have not yet been created however; 
the simplistic design provides space for future expansion and implementation. 
 
Inspiration for Dos Sueños was taken from Selah Bemberger Ranch Preserve and CL Browning 
Ranch. Both of these websites are informational and discuss the characteristics of ranch land. 
There is not an image or patterned background, simplicity is essential to communicating this 
vital information about developing ranch lands. 
 
In Figure 1, the Home page simply contains the Dos Sueños logo, navigation bar, mission 
statement and an image of the landscape to give consumers an idea of what Dos Sueños really 
looks like. Figure 2 contains the Orchards page, it includes the same logo and navigation bar as 
the Home page, but also a series of images of the orchards that will produce the products that 
are for sale. 
 
Across all the wireframe pages all the images are placed above the fold, or the top portion of the 
page that can be seen immediately upon loading a page without scrolling, to keep consumers 
interested, while informational materials are just below. Engaging images at the top of each 
page keeps consumers interested in the content and products. The Products for sale page, in 
Figure 3, contains a grid three images wide of the items for sale. Each will have a product name 
and price below the image. The page is designed so the images could be several rows as more 
products are produced and for sale. The last page is for an individual product, as seen below in 
Figure 4, the image will be on the right side of the page above the fold, next to it are product 
details and prices. On the product page consumers will have the option to add an item for their 
cart or to checkout. 
 
Dos Sueños is image oriented so customers and people seeking information can read and see 
what efforts in land preservation look like. As the business and its consumer base develop there 
will be space on the website to add additional content, whether it is more images, content, or 
ways to engage with social media.



Figure 1: Home Page 
 



Figure 2: Orchard Page 
 



Figure 3: Products for Sale Page 
 



Figure 4: Product Details Page  
 

 


